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QUESTIONPRESENTED

The Class Action Fairness Act
authorizes removal to federal
claims "are proposed to be tried joint
presented here is whether a motion
coordinate or consolidate their case|
trial judge to avoid inconsistent
promote judicial economy constitutes

of 2005 ("CAFA")

covirt if plaintifis'
y." The question
by plaintiffs 1:0
before a single

judgments and
such a proposal.
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LIST OF PARTIES AND

RULE 29.6 STATEMENT

Petitioner Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc. ('Teva")
is an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of Teva Phar
maceutical Industries Ltd. through the following
parent companies: (i) Orvet UK (Majority Share
holder), which in turn is directly owned by TEVA

maceuticals Europe B.V., which in turn is
tly owned by Teva Pharmaceutical Industries

; (ii) Teva Pharmaceutical Holdings Cooperatieve
(Minority Shareholder), which in turn is directly

ownbd by IVAX LLC, a direct subsidiary of Teva. Teva
Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. is the only publicly
traded direct or indirect parent company of Teva, and
no dther publicly praded company owns more than
10% of its stock.

Respondents are individuals
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OPINIONS BELO\y

The opinion ofthe court ofappeals
731 F.3d 918. App. 1. The decision of
is unreported. App. 25.

is reported at
the district court

JURISDICTION

The court of appeals issued its
tember 24, 2013. On December 19,
granted an application for an
this petition up to and including February 21, 203)4
This Court's jurisdiction is invoked
§ 1254(1).

opinion on Sep-
2013, this Coitt

extension of time to

21,
under 28 U.S.

iile

STATUTE AND REGULATIONS^

28 U.S.C. § 1332 is set forth
App. 57.

28 U.S.C. § 1453 is set forth
App. 66.

♦

1 The enlargement was requested
as a protective filing because the Ninth

m

m

rehearing en banc. Oral argument will
weekof June 16, 2014. Thus, as explained
II, Teva is filing this petition at this time '
right to review by this Court.

the Appendix

the Appendix

at

at

antl this petition is :iled
Circuit has now granted

take place during the
more fully in Section

Hn order to preserve its



A.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Introduction

This case presents an important question of mass
action law under the Class Action Fairness Act of
2005 ("CAFA"), Pub. L. No. 109-2, 119 Stat. 4, §2
(Feb. 18, 2005). The dispute concerns whether a
mojion by plaintiffs to coordinate their state court
cases "for all purposes" constitutes a proposal for the
cases to be tried jointly thereby triggering federal
diversity jurisdiction. A divided panel of the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals held that even where plain
tiffs seek to have actions coordinated in a single court
before a single judge "for all purposes," they have not
proposed that the cases be tried jointly and therefore
the actions are not a "mass action" subject to removal
under CAFA. App. 15. The dissenting member of the
panel emphasized that the "majority here misinter
prets CAFA and does so in a way that creates a circuit
split, for practical purposes, with the Seventh Cir-

t's decision inAbbott." App. 17, citing In Re Abbott
Labs., Inc., 698 F.3d 568 (7th Cir. 2012). The Seventh
Circuit, in Abbott Labs., had earlier addressed a
similar issue in resolving an intra-circuit split, and
concluded that when plaintiffs request that their
cases "be coordinated through trial" they have at
least implicitly proposed that the cases be tried
jointly and therefore are subject to CAFA. Id. at 573.
The Eighth Circuit recently weighed in on the side of
the Seventh and the dissenting opinion in this case,
further amplifying the circuit split. Atwell v. Boston



Scientific Corp., __ F.3d __ 2013 WL 6050762 (8th
Cir. 2013).

Review is warranted because tliis dispute pr€:-
sents a significant issue of national importance in the
law governing mass actions and federal jurisdiction.
Congress enacted CAFA to ensure that mass actions
that meet CAFA's statutory criteria be removable to
federal court and to address a history of abusive and
costly mass actions in state courts. The Ninth Cir
cuit's decision below is contrary to that objective. It
allows plaintiffs to avoid federal jurisdiction through
artful drafting of state court coordination requests.
The current circuit split between the Ninth Circuit
on the one hand and the Seventh and Eighth Cir
cuits on the other may encourage plaintiffs to file
more cases in the many States covered by the Ninth
Circuit in order to further avoid fec.eral jurisdiction.
This Court's review is thus needed to ensure urn-
formity among the circuits on a matter of exceptional
importance.

The Ninth Circuit itself has
decision below warrants further
court ordered rehearing en banc
February 10, 2014, and will hear
2014. Teva therefore is filing this
rari purely as a protective matter
ment that the provisions in r
judgment by the court of appeals
accepting an appeal might prevent
from considering this matter en '
that such an argument is without

ignized that
consideration.

that decision

argument in
petition for cert(io

avoid any
CAfFA that require
within sixty days

the Ninth Circuit
Teva believes

merit, but to avoid

reco

of

banc.

the

The

on

June

of



an^ question abo^at
writ of certiorari
case, Teva is

respectfully
abeyance pending
en banc

filing

4

the timeliness of a petition for
on the underlying question in this

this petition at this time, but
requests that the petition be held in

the Ninth Circuit's completion of
proceedings

B. The Class Action Fairness Act

CAFA

certain types of
tional importance"

state court,

"class

district courts if
menjibers, there is

controversy
§ 13£2(d)(2), (5)(B)

civil action

of Civil

of judicial
action" is

monetary
are proposed to be

plaiijtiffs' claims
28 U.S.C. §

jiirisdiction of
mass actions

of

defendants,
threshold

than

hear

any

Rulels
rule

A":mass

which

fact

the

and

amended

civil

actions

the procedures that apply to
actions to permit cases of "na-

to be considered in federal rather
It vests "original jurisdiction" to

or "mass actions" in federal
the litigation has more than 100
minimal diversity, and the amount
exceeds $5,000,000. 28 U.S.C.

CAFA defines "class action" as
under rule 23 of the Federal

or similar State statute or
." 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d)(1)(B).

defined as "any civil action ... in
claims of 100 or more persons

tried jointly on the ground that the
rolve common questions of law or
332(d)(ll)(B)(i). CAFA expanded

federal courts for both class actions
first, by replacing the ordinary

diversity among all plaintiffs
second, by eliminating the

value for each plaintiff's claim.

filed

Procedure

procedure.

relief

requirement ofcomplete
and

$75,
and

COO



See Mississippi ex rel. Hood v. AU
571 U.S. , 134 S. Ct. 736, 740 (201|4)

Optronids Corp

tionCAFA also provides an except
rule against interlocutory appeals
court of appeals to accept an
district court's order granting or
remand a class or mass action
U.S.C. § 1453(c). Under CAFA, if
accepts such an appeal, "the court
action on such appeal, including
not later than 60 days after the da
appeal was filed. . . ." Id., §1453(c)$)
states that "[i]f a final judgment on
not issued before the end of the [sixt^
the appeal shallbe denied." Id., §

to the ordinary
by permitting

appeal from
^ng a motion
state court,

court of appeals
shall complete

rendering judgment
te on which

Finally, CAFA
the appeal . .
day] period .

c)(4).

immediate

der.yi:
to

a

a

a

to

28

all

is

1453(c

C. The Proceedings Below

This case is one of more than
ing more than 1,500 plaintiffs
United States, originally filed se
state courts. Each action alleges
the use of prescription pain
propoxyphene, which was available
States from 1957 until November
indicated for relief of mild to moderate

forty actions involv-

throughout the
ly in California

injuries relating to
medications containing

in the United

2010, and was

pain.

from

jparate'

The California Code of Civil
lishes various rules for "coordinatji
dation" of cases but they are
Eric E. Younger & Donald E.
Cal. Motions § 22:14 (2012 ed.) ("

Procedure estab

on" and "consoli

functlional equivalents.
Bradley, Younger on

coordination is the
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equivalent of consolidation
different counties")

are pending in
be consolidated

Proc. Code §
common question of

it may order
: matters in

Actions consolidated
concerning proceeding!

costs

tions that are

different counties)

i. See Cal. Civ.

actions

is appropriate
actions for all

taking into
ion of fact or

to the litigation
and counsel

actions and

efficient utilization

the calendar

duplicative and
judgments; and,
actions without furtlher

that

may

Civ.

court

all

the

the

unnecessary

quest:

judg
of

law

civil

justice
ques

cant

witnesses

the

effic

powejr;
of

be denied.").

1048(«

issue

sharing

purposes

the

the

. of cases pending in
. Cases with common questions
the same court (i.e., same county)

under California law. See Cal.

a) ("When actions involving a
law or fact are pendingbefore the
a joint hearing or trial of any or

in the actions; it may order all
and it may make such orders

;s therein as may tend to avoid
or delay"). Cases with common
pending in different courts (i.e.,

may be coordinated before a single
Proc. Code § 404.1 ("Coordination

a common question of fact or
if one judge hearing all of the

. . will promote the ends of
account whether the common

aw is predominating and signifi-
the convenience of parties,
the relative development of

work product of counsel; the
of judicial facilities and man-
of the courts; the disadvantages
inconsistent rulings, orders, or

likelihood of settlement of the

litigation should coordination

On October 23,
filed many of the
petitioned the Ca

2012, a group of attorneys who
gjeparate propoxyphene law suits
ifornia Judicial Council under



One judge hearing all of the actions
purposes in a selected site or si
mote the ends of justice; Comm<bn
of fact or law are predominating
cant to the litigation; Coordination
serve the convenience of parti
and counsel the relative development
actions and the work product of
ordination may facilitate the effi
tion of judicial facilities and
Coordination may enhance the
endar of the courts; Without
the parties may suffer from
caused by duplicative and inconsistent
ings, orders or judgments. .

The district court declined to
tion for coordination proposed that
jointly. App. 25. It declared that
"[o]ne judge hearing all of the actionjs
in a selected site or sites will promote
justice" was simply repeating the
the petition should be analyzed,
the Seventh Circuit had recently

section 404.1 ofthe California Code ofCivil Procedure
to coordinate all California propoxyphene actions
before a single trial judge for all purposes. In support
of their request, after noting that the actions would
involve similar discovery, such that coordination
would avoid inconsistent results, plaintiffs proposed
the following:

for all
es will pro-

questjons
and sighifi-

may

witnesses

of the

counsel; Co-
dent utiliza-

manpower;

orderly cal-
toordination,

disadvantages
rul-

App. 11-12 (emphases added). Based on this pr
Teva removed the case to federal distjrict court.

bild

oposal

the

that the peti-
cases be tried

statement that

for all purposes
thd ends of

stjandard by which
35. Although

that a request

the

App.
held



that cases be

plaintiffs' request
district

Circuit's approach
The district

precedent was
were factually
about creating a

The Court

ed Teva permissioji
remand order. Then

affirmed the district
decided that plain
to hear the actions
posal that the

paragraph emphasized
discovery. App 12

consolidation" are*

Cal ifornia state

Abb\ott Labs, did
Abbott LaBs

case involved

cause

this

spli
ity

Judge Gould
majority both misin

in the circuits

had focused on

discovery to the
r.tioning the

mer.ts and conflicting
18. Judge Gould
the California

8

tried jointly could be inferred from
for consolidation "through trial,"
declined to follow the Seventh

in Abbott Labs., 698 F.Sd 568. App.
cciurt concluded that Seventh Circuit

binding on it and that the cases
distinguishable, eliminating concern
circuit conflict. App. 34, 38.

ofAppeals for the Ninth Circuit grant-
to appeal from the district court's

in a divided opinion, the court
court's order. The Ninth Circuit

iiffs' request for a single trial judge
"for all purposes" was not a pro
be tried jointly because the prior

the need for coordinated
And, although "coordination" and
functionally indistinguishable in

coiirts, the Ninth Circuit decided that
not require a different result be-

addressed "consolidation," and
coordination." App. 13.

dissented, concluding that the
Lterpreted CAFA and created a

App. 17. He found that the major-
the part of the petition jnentioning

exclusion of the part of the petition
to avoid inconsistent judg-

determinations of liability. App.
stjated that "[w]hen Plaintiffs asked

Judicial Council to coordinate their

desire
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cases for reasons that only a joint
they implicitly proposed a joint
cases within CAFA's mass action
Finally, Judge Gould commented
both persuasive and relevant to this

trial could address
bringing

provision." App.
Abbott Labs.

case." App. 23,

their

21.

isthat

Teva filed a petition for
Ninth Circuit granted that petitioij.
2014.

rehearing en banc. '

on February 10,

I. THE SPLIT AMONG THE
AN IMPORTANT ISSUE
COURT'S REVIEW

The Ninth Circuit's panel
seeking coordination "for all
posal that the cases be tried join
decision of the Seventh Circuit. In
Gould recognized that the majority
a circuit split." App. 17. And, since
Ninth Circuit's opinion, the Eighth
with the Seventh and Judge
opinion. The Ninth Circuit's
CAFA's plain language and purpcjse
the other courts of appeals
review on this important and
national importance. Otherwise, the
decision will stand as a roadma^)
avoid CAFA.

REASONS WHY THE [WRIT
SHOULD BE GRANTED

CIRCUITS

MERITS
ON

THIS

decision that a motion
" is not a pro-

conflicted with a

dissenting, Jujdge
's opinio^.
;he issuance of

Circuit has

(txould's dissenting
decision ujid

Its break

warrants this Coiirt
recurring issue

purposes

itly

Ninth

for plaintiff^

''creates

the

sided

iermmes

\|nth
i

s

of

Circuit's

to



A.

The

approach ahd
the Ninth Circuit

idation or coordination

it contains the

and Eighth Circuits
more reasoned

nature and imporj;
decision placed
framed it: "The

explicit request
the substance of

19.

10

The Ninth Circuit's Decision Conflicts
with the Seventh and Eighth Circuits

between the Ninth Circuit's

of the other two circuits is stark:

concluded that a request for consol-
can only support removal if

. "trial." In contrast, the Seventh
and Judge Gould's dissent take a

approach that considers the overall
of the request. The Ninth Circuit's

over substance. As Judge Gould
ority apparently would require an
a joint trial, where I conclude that

-\fvhat was done is controlling." App.

inconsistency

that

form

maj

for

Abbott Labs. involved ten lawsuits brought by
several hundred plaintiffs in two Illinois counties for
injuries allegedly caused by a prescription drug,
Depakote. See Abbott Labs., 698 F.3d at 570. After the
actions were filed

consolidationing

to

the!

jud
ed

See

the

111. Sup. Ct. R.
cases presented "common questions of fact and

the plaintiffs filed a motion seek-
and transfer of the cases pursuant

a rule of the Illinois Supreme Court permitting
transfer of civil actions involving one or more

common questions! of fact or law pending in different
icial circuits tc one judicial circuit for consolidat-
pretrial, trial, or post-trial proceedings if the

cou|rt detenjnines that consolidation would serve the
of the parties and witnesses and would

pro|mote the just ajnd efficient conduct ofsuchactions.
384(a). The plaintiffs asserted that
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law regarding Abbott's liability" and
tion would "eliminate duplicative
pretrial litigation, prevent inconsistent
trial rulings, and thereby promote judi
Abbott Labs., 698 F.3d at 571. In their
in support of the motion, plaintiffs
were requesting consolidation "th
"not solely for pretrial proceedings."
moved the cases to federal court a
courts that considered the plaintiffs
consolidation reached conflicting conr
plaintiffs had proposed trying the cases

that constolida-

discovery and
pretrial and

judicial efficiency."
memorandum

stjated that they
'through trial" and

Id. Abbott re-

the district

request for
conclusions as to

jointly. Id.

and

The Seventh Circuit decided that
ing plaintiffs' argument that they did
ask that their cases be tried jointly,
was implicit. The court stated:

Plaintiffs may not have explicitly
their claims be tried jointly, but "r
in their motion comes very
[Plaintiffs requested cons
cases "through trial" and "not
trial proceedings." They furthelr
that consolidation through trial
facilitate the efficient disposition
ber of universal and fundamental
tive questions applicable to
Plaintiffs' cases without the
sistent adjudication in those
various courts" (emphasis added)
with Abbott that it is difficult '
trial court could consolidate
requested by plaintiffs and not

notwithstand-
not specifically

sluch a proposal

asked that

language
close.. . .

of their

for pre-
asserted

would also

of a num-

substan-

or most

of incon-
between

We agree
see how a

the

3olidati 3n
solely

all

risk

issues

to

the cases as

hold a joint



trial or an
sues applied
ther situatio^i
tried jointly,
the transferee
cases proceed
whether a
tiffs actually
is whether one

12

exemplar trial with the legal is-
to the remaining cases. In ei-
i, plaintiffs' claims Would be
Although plaintiffs assert that
' court will decide how their

to trial, "[i]t does not matter
1covering 100 or more plain-

ensues; the statutory question
1has been proposed."

trial

Abbott Labs., 698
quoting Bullard v.

F.3d 759, 762
affirmed

to remand

remknd. See Abbott

535

thei

tion

therefore

F.3d at 573 (emphasis in original),
Burlington No. Santa Fe Rwy Co '

(7th Cir. 2008). The Seventh Circuit
J the order denying plaintiffs' mo-

nd reversed the order granting
£a&s.,698F.3dat573.

The Eighth
in Atwell. There
product liability ac

af a medical

proposing
lie Judge for

pursuant to a local
se or more

mjurjy by multiple
dants if the

istratlion of justice
t. Atwe\l

6|050762, at
to a s

to "avoid!]]
"prov^d[e] consistency

Circuit reached a similar conclusion
fter three groups of plaintiffs filed
"ions against various manufactur-
device, the plaintiff groups filed
that the cases be assigned "to a

purposes of discovery and trial"
rule that permitted reassignment
:.ons involving claims qf personal
aintiffs against the same defen-
ig judge determines t}ie admin-
would be served by such a
v. Boston Scientific Corp., 2013
Each of the groups sought as-
judge for both pretrial and trial
1 conflicting pretrial ruling,"

in the supervision of pretrial

ers

moti Dns

singl
pv.

of

reassignment.
WL

signnient
matters

actions

pi
presiding

*1

single
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denied tHat they
cases. Id. at *3.

matters," and "judicial economy," but
were seeking consolidation with other

The defendant then removed the
court, where two district judges
motions to remand on the ground
had not proposed that the actions
The Eighth Circuit reversed.

cases to federal

grjanted plaintiffs'
that the plaintiffs
be "tried jointly."

The Eighth Circuit surveyed
court decisions on this question
Labs, with Romo. It concluded tt
Circuit in Abbott Labs, and the
Romo correctly construed CAFA's
sions. Id. at *5. The Eighth Circuit
withstanding the plaintiffs' effort to
to consolidate the cases for trial,
they had requested by suggesting
a single judge would permit
promote judicial economy and
justice." Id. According to the court
Labs, 'it is difficult to see how a
consolidate the cases as requested
not hold a joint trial or an ex
legal issues applied to the
(quoting Abbott Labs., 698 F.3d a
court stated: "We agree with Abbo
Judge Gould's interpretation of the
Abbott Labs decision." Id.

the prior circuit
contrasting Abbott

at the Seventh

.g opinion in
action provi-

found that net-

disavow a desire

is exactly what
assignment to

rulings, and
'administration of

"[a]s in Abbott
trial coiirt could

by plaintiffs and
r trial with the

.g cases.'" Id.
; 573). Thus the
t Labs and with

statute and the

dissenting

mass

that

that

consistent

tempia:
remamin

Plaintiffs' proposal to coordina
all purposes is not meaningfully
proposals in bothAtwell and Abbott

e their cases

different from tjhe
Labs. In both t'

or

Jlis



case and Abbott
their cases involved

and sought tG» avoid
ments. Here, the plaintiffs
for "al purposes," under
"All purposes" neces^ari
a trial thereby triggi
provis Lon

The Ninth Circuit
Abbott Labs, b^sed
the plaintiffs requested
requested coordination

without a difference,

consolidated when

(e.g., Los Angeles Ccjunty)
filed in different

Compare Cal. Giv.
Proc. Code § 40^.1. Illinois
tic distinction

where the cases are

14

Labs the plaintiffs asserted that
ctommon questions of fact and law

inconsistent rulings or judg-
requested "coordination"

a statute that so provides.
ly includes both pretrial and

CAFA's mass action removalermg

they

Proc

distinguished this case from
the fact that in Abbott Labs.,
consolidation, but here, they

App. 13. This is a distinction
Under California law, cases are

are all filed in the same court

but "coordinated," when
courts (i.e., different counties).

. Code § 1048(a), with Cal. Civ.
does not draw this linguis-

applies irrespective of
See 111. Sup. Ct. R. 384(a).

consolidation

Sebond, the Nint
Abbott Labs, b^ad
"not solely for pretrial
there was no explicit
trial. App. 13. Again
meanir.g. Plaintiffs'
invoked a provision
all of the actions for

disadvantages of dupl
orders, or judgments."

from.

|i Circuit held that plaintiffs in
requested consolidation

proceedings," whereas here
request for coordination through

this is a distinction without
request for coordination here

permits "one judge hearing
all purposes," recognizing "the

icative and inconsistent rulings,
App. 6 (quoting Cal. Civ. Proc.

expressly
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Code § 404.1). The plain language
this result by triggering federal diversity
whenever plaintiffs or a court mer
claims be tried jointly. See App. 64.
plaintiffs here invoking California
procedure and seeking to avoid
ments is, under any objective
have the cases tried jointly. As Ju
nized, "the proviso in CAFA makes
matters consolidated exclusively for
are not properly removed to federal
the petition for coordination was
trial matters. App. 18.

of CAFA requires

jurisdiction
ly propose that
The proposal by

s coordination

insistent judg-
a proposal to
Gould recog-

clear only that
pretrial purposes
court," but here,

limited to pre-

in:

measure

dge

not

B. The Question Presented
tial Importance

Congress enacted CAFA and
diction of federal courts to includji
because such "[m]ass action cases
like class actions and are subject to
abuses." S. Rep. No. 109-14 at
passage, plaintiffs have attempted
to federal court by artful pleading
ly resolved the tension between
plaintiffs are the masters of
Congress' express intent to curb
end-run CAFA by stipulating to
troversy. Standard Fire Ins. Co. v

, 133 S. Ct. 1345 (2013). This
variation on the same theme.

Is of Substan-

anded the juris
"mass actions:

fuhction very much
many of the same

Since CAFA's

to avoid removal

TThis Court recent
the notion that

complaint and
efforts to

amount in con-

fcnowles, 568 U
case presents

exp

46.

their

plaintiffs'
the
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Virtually every state has a procedural statute or
authorizing the consolidation or coordination of
scourt cases that raise similar issues of fact or
See Mullenix, Linda S., Class Actions Shrugged:
sActions and the Future ofAggregate Litigation,

niversity of Texas Law School, Pufclic Law and
-1 Theory Research Paper Series, No. 323 at 12

("Most state courts, similarly, have joinder
other procedural mechanisms permitting aggre-
ion of large numbers of individual claims in a
gle lawsuit."), available at http://ssrn.com/

abstract=2211843 (last viewed Feb. 17, 2014). The
California statute at issue here is io exception.

hus, clarification by the Court will avctfd the uncer
tainty and costly removal battles that now occur

:ienever matters in state courts are consolidated
coordinated, and removed to federal court under

rule

state

law.

Mass.

Z

Legal
(2013)
or

w

or

CAFA.

the

This case hi

Ninth Circuit

in the

}n this case -
request foi-

including the
not a proposal

therefore, not
aimstances

idiosync

:ghlights the circuit split created by
' unless the Ninth Circuit corrects its

pending en banc proceedingsl That circuit
stands alone in deciding that plain-

coordination "for aH purposes,"
to avoid inconsistent judgments,

that the cases be "tried jointly" and
subject to removal under CAFA. The

here are typical and there is
about this case other than the

error

ti£?s

cir

n othing
result.

desire

presented

ratic
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The Seventh and Eighth Circuits' approach as
judicial economy

not.

well as Judge Gould's dissent fosters
and certainty; the Ninth Circuit's approach does
The Seventh and Eighth Circuits' approach as well
Judge Gould's dissent remains true to the words
the purposes of CAFA, 28 U.S.C. § "" ~

as

and

332(d)(ll)(B)(ii).

See App. 17 ("Congress enacted CAFA in2005 to 'curb
device which,

often been
perceived abuses of the class action
the view of CAFA's proponents, had
to litigate multi-state or even national class actiokis
in state courts.'") (citations omitted). The Nmjth
Circuit's approach does not.

II. THIS COURT SHOULD llOLD THE IN
STANT PETITION IN ABEYANCE PEND
ING THE NINTH CIRCUIT'S EN BAJ^C
REVIEW

The Ninth Circuit has now

further consideration of the panel'
ranted. Teva would ordinarily have
petition for writ ofcertiorari, if
the rehearing petition had been
eliminate any potential uncertaint)
§ 1453, and in an abundance of
Teva's right to seek certiorari on the
issue, Teva is filing this petition at

Under CAFA, once an appeals
appeal from a removal order, it must
within sixty days unless an extension for up to
days is granted. See 28 U.S.C. §14J53(c)(l), (2) &

in

used

recognized that
decision is war-

waited to file any

warranted, until after
resolved. However, to

under 28 U.S.C.

cjaution to protect
underlying CAFA

this time.

court accepts an

render judgment
en

(3);



App. 66-67. If
that period,
§ 1453(c)(4);
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the court fails to issue a decision within
'the appeal shall be denied." 28 US C

App. 67.

Nothing
ability of
the settled
jurisdiction
41; Wright
Procedure §
869, 878-79 (S
diction until

nom. Carver v.

implication is
manipulate
would be s

U.S. 399, 416
statute c:

mass actions

matters

their usual

this Court has

: s not affected

Corp. v. \Frien4
that CAFA's

by this Court)
no matter how

m CAFA suggests that it eliminates the
ofappeals to rehear niatters oralters

that the courts of appeals retain
a mandate issues. See Fed. R. App. P

Miller, 16AA Federal Practice and
(2008); Carver v. Lehman, 558 F.3d
Cir.) (court of appeals retains juris-

i;he mandate issues), c\ert. denied sub
'. Vail, 558 U.S. 973 (2^)09). Repeal by
as disfavored as permitting a panel to

through timing whether its decision
to rehearing. See Hagen v. Utah, 510

(1994). Were it otherwise, CAFA - a
additional federal jurisdiction over
bolstering appellate review ofsuch

ironically deprive counts of appeals of
rs to rehear a panel decision. Indeed,

already held that its own jurisdiction
- section 1453's time lrmits. See Hertz

559 U.S. 77, 83-84 (2010) (holding
r-day limit does not jjpply to review

Nevertheless, to avoid ^ny argument,
implausible, that the sixty-day period

' courts

role

until

&

3987

(Sth

subject

creating
and

would

powers

! al:

by

sijty
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includes the rehearing process,
protective petition for writ of certiorari

Teva is filing
now.2

this

As a result, Teva respectfully
Court hold the petition in abeyance
decision has been issued by the Nihth
Gressman, Geller et al, Supreme Court
(9th ed. 2007) (discussing this Coitrtf
deferring consideration of petitions
event occurs).

ggests that
itintil an en baiic

Circuit. See

Practice 339

s practice of
a significant

SU: the

until

2The Seventh and Eighth Circuits i^i
Atwell, respectively, avoided the question
tions for review in abeyance while the parties briefed the
andthen granting the petitions for review onthe same day
opinions on the merits were issued. Both circuits apparen
operated under the assumption that CAFA appeals are governed
by Fed. R. App. P. 5 and that a discretionary appeal has not
filed andthe sixty-day clock does notbegin torun until the coiiirt
grantsthe petition for review. See, e.g., Patttrson v. Dean '
LLP, 444 F.3d 365, 368 (5th Cir. 2006); Hijirt v
Package Sys., Inc., 457 F.3d 675, 678 (7th
Walter Indus., Inc., 449 F.3d 1159 (11th Cir.

Abbott Labs.
by holding the

and

Fedex Ground
Cir. 2006); Evans
2006).

peti-
mer.ts

their

.try

. Morris

v.
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CONCLUSION

This petition for
in abeyance until the
decision or granted, if

writ of certiorari should be held
Ninth Circuit en banc issues its

rjecessary.
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